6:41 pm., Nov. 28 Man posts that his
neighbor shot and killed his two dogs.
8:40 p.m. Nov. 28 Your company is tagged in
the post. Shooter identified as your
employee. Post gets 90,000 shares and 400
comments that evening.

Widespread condemnation of
company and the employee.
Thousands of demands for
firing, threats to employees.
Family members, supervisors,
and facility locations tagged in
posts. Ugly fake pages created
about the employee.

What would you do?

AEP Social Media Incident
Company’s first response post at
12:51 p.m. the next day. Internal
statement distributed to employees.
Story picks up national and
international interest on social
media. Traditional media picks up
the story.
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AEP Social Media Incident

Lessons Learned
•

Be prepared. Establish roles and response guidelines
for various scenarios.

•

Response needs to be swift and updated frequently.
Limit approvals to key players. Senior leadership needs
to understand the speed required.

•

Doing the right thing and responding with the right tone
is critical for turning the tide.

•

Arm employees and key stakeholders with appropriate
direction/talking points.

•

Stop all engagement, communications, advertising that
would not serve the company during the crisis.

•

Begin thinking of repair/recovery efforts as soon as
possible. Make sure timing is appropriate.

•

Document and screen shot as much as you can!

AEP Crisis Response Guidelines
• Put victims, public safety, the environment and long-term impacts first. Express
genuine empathy. Admit and apologize for any negative impacts.
• Communicate openly and frequently. Social media will amplify the story quickly. We
have to respond swiftly, effectively and personally. Doing the right thing and
responding with the right tone is critical for turning the tide.
• Follow AEP’s values and brand promise.
• Be responsible and accountable. Do not assign blame.
• Be visible. Leadership should be visible and accountable. They should engage, if
appropriate. Leadership tone is critical.
• Be honest. Stick to verified facts and admit what you don’t know. Use clear,
understandable language. Avoid downplaying the severity. Do not over-state control.
• Be transparent. Take ownership of what happened. Talk about how we will resolve
things and prevent them from reoccurring.

• Make sure that messages address what the audience wants/needs to know.
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